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NEW Added a new Action Eclipse\ELI. Launcher Icons to manage the new launcher icon images for Notes >= 11.

FIX Fixed a missing translation for the Edit button in the Nomad Recent Apps Action.

ENHANCEMENT The Application/Mailfile (desktop icon) action now also allows to manage the full text index for local databases.

ENHANCEMENT The Nomad Recent Apps Action now also allows to manage a user's mail file, local bookmark.nsf and names.nsf.

MC Upgrade-related Changes

FIX Fixed an issue where the option to also run an upgrade during client shutdown was only effective for first-time published upgrade, but did not 
update already previously published upgrades.

CHA
NGE

Source filepath / URL are now also editable when distributing files without MC, leading to a corresponding MCUpgrade.ini entry 
SourceDirectoryInit. This new entry only becomes effective when MCUpgrade.exe is executed outside of the UpgradeDirectory, 
UpgradeDirectory is not set in MCUpgrade.ini, or MCUpgrade.ini is missing.

Note: 
SourceDirectoryInit overrides HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\panagenda\MarvelClient\Upgrade\SourceDirectoryInit.

CHA
NGE

At the end of publishing an upgrade, the question "Do you want to copy the installers to the stage directory, too?" has been changed to "Do you 
want to copy the installers to the publish directory, too?". This will create a clean publish directory (on the same level as build and stage) with 
only the relevant upgrades components in them.

Requires MCUpgrade 11.0.33 or newer to support automatic unzipping of MCUpgrade.zip.

CHA
NGE 
/ 
NEW

MCUpgrade 11.0.33 and newer no longer send SMTP Emails upon deferral. Instead, STMP info emails are sent, which can be disabled 
(=NEW) on the Tracking tab if Deferral is enabled. When re-publishing an upgrade with MarvelClient Upgrade releases < 11.0.33, you will get 
two deferral notifications unless you disable the new tracking option.

ENH
ANC
EME
NT

Updated the instructions for PostOpen Script based Installations for Notes 11.

This component release is part of MarvelClient 11.0
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